RELATIONS BETWEEN LAITY AND CLERGY
inflict most severe penances upon themselves and even to enter
monasteries. We find no unbelievers. All men feel themselves
the humble subjects of the Church and accept all its teachings
without question. A proof of this is to be found in the horror
these men felt of heretics, and the ardour with which they fought
the infidel.
Their religion was living., sincere, and based upon a simple
faith. By the twelfth century the hard, arid, and ascetic theo-
logical Christianity imported from the East had ended by adapt-
ing itself to the feelings of a people indifferent to metaphysics and
prompted by a longing to feel the objects of its worship in close
proximity to it and to love them. While educated ecclesiastics
were putting the finishing touches to the structure of dogmatic
theology, by interpreting the Holy Scriptures and the Father in
an allegorical sense, believing Christians, with the aid of a few
monks or priests who were in touch with the feelings of the people,
chose from among the mass of Christian traditions and legends
such of them - and these were rare indeed ~ as breathed a human
emotion. Taking the birth and childhood of Christ, the scenes
of His life and passion, and the legends of the saints, both male
and female, they transposed them naively into the everyday life
of the Middle Ages, embellishing them with touches suggested
by their Western imagination. The Virgin, under the name of
Our Lady (Notre Dame)) occupied a place of honour analogous
to that of the lady in the ideal of courtly love, throwing into the
background the worship of a God who was beyond the reach of
the simple man's imagination. Thus there grew up a popular
Christianity that was naive, tender, graceful, and feminine,
differing profoundly from the stern, dogmatic, and ascetic religion
of the East.
It is this religion that was to inspire the works of sculptors and
painters, in contrast with the rigid, monotonous, and hieratic
figures of Byzantine art, which remained faithful to the Oriental
tradition. An inspiration of the same order worked a transforma-
tion in music, which was revolutionized by the invention of part-
singing, and inspired the Latin hymns of the thirteenth century,
such as the Dies Ira and the Stabat Mater (both of which came from
Italy). It is also to be found in the noels (carols) written in the
vernacular, and in the mystery-plays, or representations of the
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